Which, if any, of these daily newspapers do you read regularly, either in print or online? (By regularly, we mean at least 3 times a week) (Select all that apply)
1. Daily Mail
2. The Mirror
3. Daily Express
4. Daily Star
5. The Sun
6. Daily Telegraph
7. Financial Times
8. The Guardian
9. The Independent (or i)
10. The Times
11. Daily Post
12. South Wales Echo
13. Western Mail
14. South Wales Evening Post
15. South Wales Argus
16. Evening Leader
17. None of these

Do you regularly watch any of these television news programmes? (Select all that apply)
1. The Six or Ten O’Clock News on BBC1
2. Wales Today on BBC1 Wales
3. The Evening News or News at Ten on ITV1
4. Wales Tonight on ITV Wales
5. Sky News
6. BBC News Channel
7. Newyddion on S4C
8. None of these

Do you regularly use any of the following sources to obtain information about politics and current affairs in Wales? (Select all that apply)
1. BBC Radio Wales
2. BBC Radio Cymru
3. Real Radio
4. Other Radio News
5. Internet Web-sites or ‘Blogs’
6. Twitter
7. Facebook
8. Another social network
9. None of these

How interested are you in politics in general?
1. Very interested
2. Somewhat interested
Not very interested
Not at all interested
Don’t Know

[WES6] {scale 0 10 dk=1 dk_text="Not sure") Using a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means very little knowledge and 10 means a very large amount of knowledge, how much knowledge do you think you have about politics in general?
- [WES6_1] Very little knowledge | Very large amount of knowledge

[WES7] On May 5th there will be an election for the **National Assembly for Wales**. How interested, if at all, are you in this election?
- [WES7_1] Very interested
- Fairly interested
- Not very interested
- Not at all interested
- Don’t know

[WES8] On May 5th there will also be an election for a **Police and Crime Commissioner** in your area. How interested, if at all, are you in this election?
- [WES8_1] Very interested
- Fairly interested
- Not very interested
- Not at all interested
- Don’t know

[WES9] On June 23rd there will be a referendum on the **UK’s membership of the European Union**. How interested, if at all, are you in this referendum?
- [WES9_1] Very interested
- Fairly interested
- Not very interested
- Not at all interested
- Don’t know

[WES10] {scale 0 10 dk=1 dk_text="Not sure") On a scale from 0 to 10, where ‘0’ means ‘certain not to vote’ and ‘10’ means ‘certain to vote’, how likely are you to vote in the **National Assembly for Wales** election in May?
- [WES10_1] certain not to vote | certain to vote

[WES11] {scale 0 10 dk=1 dk_text="Not sure") If the election on May 5th were a **general election to the House of Commons at Westminster**, how likely would you be to vote? (Again using a scale of 0 (certain NOT to vote) to 10 (absolutely certain to vote))
- [WES11_1] certain not to vote | certain to vote

[WES12a if WES10_1>WES11_1] {multiple order=randomize} Why would you be more likely to vote in a National Assembly for Wales election? (Please select all that apply)
- [WES12a_1] The National Assembly has more influence over our lives than the Westminster Parliament
- [WES12a_2] There’s less difference between the parties at the UK level than in the National Assembly
- [WES12a_3] The voting system for National Assembly elections accurately reflects what people voted for
- [WES12a_4] I don’t approve of Wales being governed from London
- [fixed] Some other reason [WES12a] [open rows=1 cols=40]
Why would you be more likely to vote in a general election to the UK House of Commons? (Please select all that apply)

1. The Westminster Parliament has more influence over our lives than the National Assembly
2. There’s more difference between the parties at the UK level than in the National Assembly
3. The voting system for Westminster elections produces an outcome with clear winners and losers
4. I don’t approve of the National Assembly for Wales and devolution
5. Some other reason

In elections to the National Assembly for Wales you have two votes. One is for an individual member of the Assembly – or AM – for your constituency. The second is for a party list for your region.**

If there were a National Assembly for Wales election tomorrow, which party would you vote for in your constituency?

1. Conservative
2. Labour
3. Liberal Democrat
4. UK Independence Party
5. Plaid Cymru
6. Some other party
7. Wouldn’t vote
8. Don’t know

And which of these parties would you vote for?

1. Green
2. British National Party
3. Socialist Labour
4. Welsh Christian Party
5. Communist
6. Abolish The Welsh Assembly Party
7. Some other party
8. Don’t know

Thinking of this constituency vote, which of the following comes closest to the main reason why you will vote for this party?

1. I always vote this way
2. The party has the best policies
3. The party has the best leader
4. I will vote for a specific candidate, regardless of the party
5. I really prefer another party, but they have no chance of winning in my constituency
6. It will be a tactical vote
7. I really prefer another party, but they are not standing a candidate in my constituency
8. Other reasons

Other reasons
Now thinking about the regional or party vote for the National Assembly for Wales, which party list would you vote for?
1. Conservative
2. Labour
3. Liberal Democrat
4. Plaid Cymru
5. Green
6. UK Independence Party
7. British National Party
8. Socialist Labour
9. Welsh Christian Party
10. Communist
11. Abolish The Welsh Assembly Party
12. Some other party
13. Wouldn't vote
14. Don't know

Thinking of this regional vote, which of the following comes closest to the main reason why you will vote for this party?
1. I always vote this way
2. The party has the best policies
3. The party has the best leader
4. I will vote for a specific candidate, regardless of the party
5. I really prefer another party, but they have no chance of winning any party list seats in my region
6. It will be a tactical vote
7. It’s my second preference; I vote for my first preference party in the constituency
8. Other reasons

And if you do vote in the referendum on Britain’s membership of the European Union, and this is the question, how are you likely to vote:
1. I will vote for the United Kingdom to remain a member of the European Union or leave the European Union?
2. I will vote for the United Kingdom to remain a member of the European Union
3. I will vote for the United Kingdom to leave the European Union
4. I won't vote
5. Don't know

Which one, if any, of the following do you think would make the best First Minister of Wales?
1. Carwyn Jones
2. Andrew RT Davies
3. Leanne Wood
4. Kirsty Williams
5. Nathan Gill
6. Alice Hooker-Stroud
7. None of them
8. Don't know

Of the parties below, which one would you most like to see running the Welsh Government after the election?
<1> Conservative  
<2> Labour  
<3> Liberal Democrat  
<4> Plaid Cymru  
<5> UK Independence Party  
<6> Green  
<7 fixed> Don’t Know 

[WES22 if WES21 !=7] And would you prefer to see $WES21 governing by themselves, or in a coalition with another party?  
<1> By themselves  
<2> In a coalition  
<3> Don’t know  

[WES23] {rank slots=3 dk=1} Please rank your top three outcomes to the Welsh Assembly election from your most preferred outcome to your third preferred outcome:  
<1> Labour majority government  
<2> Labour minority government  
<3> Labour-led coalition  
<4> Conservative majority government  
<5> Conservative minority government  
<6> Conservative-led coalition  
<7> Plaid Cymru majority government  
<8> Plaid Cymru minority government  
<9> Plaid Cymru-led coalition  
<10> UKIP majority government  
<11> UKIP minority government  
<12> UKIP-led coalition  

[WES24] Leaving aside your own views, which one of these best describes what you **expect** to be the overall result of the National Assembly for Wales election?  
<1> A majority for the Labour party  
<2> A majority for the Conservative party  
<3> A majority for Plaid Cymru  
<4> A majority for UKIP  
<5> No party having a majority in the Assembly, but Labour being the largest party  
<6> No party having a majority in the Assembly, but Plaid Cymru being the largest party  
<7> No party having a majority in the Assembly, but the Conservatives being the largest party  
<8> No party having a majority but UKIP being the largest party  
<9> Some other outcome  
<10> Don’t know  

**Now some questions about the campaign for the National Assembly for Wales election.**  
[WES25] Have you been contacted by a political party during the election campaign?  
<1> No, I have not  
<2> Yes, I have  
<3> Don’t know  

[WES25b if WES25==2] {multiple} Please indicate all the parties that have contacted you about the election. (Please select all that apply.)
<1> Conservative
<2> Labour
<3> Liberal Democrat
<4> Plaid Cymru
<5> UK Independence Party
<6> Green
<7> Other [WES25bother] {open}
<8 xor> Don't know

[WES266] {grid-check} Please indicate all the ways that the following parties have contacted you (Please select all that apply.)
- [WES26aaa if 1 in WES25b] Conservative
- [WES26bbb if 2 in WES25b] Labour
- [WES26ccc if 3 in WES25b] Liberal Democrat
- [WES26ddd if 4 in WES25b] Plaid Cymru
- [WES26eee if 5 in WES25b] UK Independence Party
- [WES26fff if 6 in WES25b] Green
- [WES26ggg if 7 in WES25b] Other
<1> Telephone call
<2> Leaflets
<3> A personal letter delivered to your home
<4> A visit to your home
<5> Contact in the street
<6> Email
<7> Twitter
<8> Facebook
<9> Any other social network
<10> Text message (SMS)
<11 fixed> Other Ways [oe1]{open}
<12> Can't remember

[WES27] {rank slots=3 min=1 dk=1} Please rank in order of preference the three ways you would most prefer to be contacted by a party during an election campaign? (If you prefer not to be contacted please choose that option only).
<1> Telephone call
<2> Leaflets
<3> A personal letter delivered to your home
<4> A visit to your home
<5> Contact in the street
<6> Email
<7> Twitter
<8> Facebook
<9> Any other social network
<10> Text message (SMS)
<11 fixed> I prefer not to be contacted by parties during an election campaign

############################
[WES28] {open dk=1} As far as you’re concerned, what is the single most important issue facing **Britain** at the present time?

[WES29 if WES28 != '__DK__' ] Which party is best able to handle this issue?
<1> Conservative
<2> Labour
<3> Liberal Democrat
<4> Plaid Cymru
<5> UK Independence Party
<6> Green
<7> Other [WES29other] {open}
<8> Don’t know

[WES30] {open dk=1} As far as you’re concerned, what is the single most important issue facing **Wales** at the present time?

[WES31 if WES30 != '__DK__' ] Which party is best able to handle this issue?
<1> Conservative
<2> Labour
<3> Liberal Democrat
<4> Plaid Cymru
<5> UK Independence Party
<6> Green
<7> Other [WES30other] {open}
<8> Don’t know

[WES32] How good or bad a job of running Britain do you think the Conservative government have done in the last year?
<1> Very good
<2> Fairly good
<3> Neither good nor bad
<4> Fairly bad
<5> Very bad
<6> Don’t know

[WES33] And how good or bad a job of running Wales do you think the Labour Welsh Government have done in recent years?
<1> Very good
<2> Fairly good
<3> Neither good nor bad
<4> Fairly bad
<5> Very bad
<6> Don’t know

[WES34] Since the last election to the National Assembly for Wales in 2011, would you say that the standard of the health service in Wales has increased or fallen?
<1> Increased a lot
<2> Increased a little  
<3> Stayed the same  
<4> Fallen a little  
<5> Fallen a lot  
<6> Don’t know

[WES35 if WES34 !=6] And is this mainly the result of...
<1> The policies of the UK government at Westminster  
<2> The policies of the Welsh Government  
<3> Both equally  
<4> Some other reason  
<5> Don’t know

[WES36] And what about the quality of education in Wales? Has it increased or fallen since the last election to the National Assembly for Wales in 2011?  
<1> Increased a lot  
<2> Increased a little  
<3> Stayed the same  
<4> Fallen a little  
<5> Fallen a lot  
<6> Don’t know

[WES37 if WES36 !=6] And is this mainly the result of...
<1> The policies of the UK government at Westminster  
<2> The policies of the Welsh Government  
<3> Both equally  
<4> For some other reason  
<5> Don’t know

[WES38] And what about the general standard of living in Wales? Has it increased or fallen since the last election to the National Assembly for Wales in 2011?  
<1> Increased a lot  
<2> Increased a little  
<3> Stayed the same  
<4> Fallen a little  
<5> Fallen a lot  
<6> Don’t know

[WES39 if WES38 !=6] And is this mainly the result of...
<1> The policies of the UK government at Westminster  
<2> The policies of the Welsh Government  
<3> Both equally  
<4> For some other reason  
<5> Don’t know
And what about the standard of law and order in Wales. Has it increased or fallen since the last election to the National Assembly for Wales in 2011?

- Increased a lot
- Increased a little
- Stayed the same
- Fallen a little
- Fallen a lot
- Don’t know

And is this mainly the result of...

- The policies of the UK government at Westminster
- The policies of the Welsh Government
- Both equally
- For some other reason
- Don’t know

How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?

- Government should redistribute income from the better off to those who are less well off
- Big business benefits owners at the expense of workers
- Ordinary working people do not get their fair share of the nation’s wealth
- There is one law for the rich and one for the poor
- Management will always try to get the better of employees if it gets the chance
- Young people today don’t have enough respect for traditional British values
- People who break the law should be given stiffer sentences
- For some crimes, the death penalty is the most appropriate sentence
- Schools should teach children to obey authority
- The law should always be obeyed, even if a particular law is wrong
- Censorship of films, magazines and the internet is necessary to uphold moral standards

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither agree nor disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree
- Don’t know

Now let’s think about the political parties...**

Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as Labour, Conservative, Liberal Democrat, Plaid Cymru, UKIP, Green or what?
Do you generally think of yourself as a little closer to one of the parties than the others? If yes, which party?

Conservative
Labour
Liberal Democrat
Plaid Cymru
United Kingdom Independence Party (UKIP)
Green Party
Other party (please specify)
No - None
Don't know

If partyId1==1:
    party = "Conservative"
if partyId1==2:
    party = "Labour"
if partyId1==3:
    party = "Liberal Democrat"
if partyId1==5:
    party = "Plaid Cymru"
if partyId1==6:
    party = "UKIP"
if partyId1==7:
    party = "Green Party"
if partyId1==9:
    party = "other (as previously stated)."
if partyIdSqueeze1==1:
    party = "Conservative"
if partyIdSqueeze1==2:
    party = "Labour"
if partyIdSqueeze1==3:
    party = "Liberal Democrat"
if partyIdSqueeze1==5:
    party = "Plaid Cymru"
if partyIdSqueeze1==6:
    party = "UKIP"
if partyIdSqueeze1==7:
    party = "Green Party"
if partyIdSqueeze1==9:
    party = "'other' (as previously stated)."
}
{end page dummy1}

[partyIdStrength1 if (partyId1 in [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9] or partyIdSqueeze1 in [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9])][single]Would you call yourself very strong, fairly strong, or not very strong $party?
<1> Very strong
<2> Fairly strong
<3> Not very strong
<99> Don't know

{end module partyId1mod}

[WES43] [grid] Using a scale that runs from 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly dislike and 10 means strongly like, how do you feel about...
-WES43a  Conservative Party
-WES43b  Labour Party
-WES43c  Liberal Democrats
-WES43d  Plaid Cymru
-WES43e  UKIP
-WES43f  Green Party
<1>  0 - Strongly dislike
<2>  1
<3>  2
<4>  3
<5>  4
<6>  5
<7>  6
<8>  7
<9>  8
<10>  9
<11> 10 - Strongly like
<12> Don’t know

[WES44] [grid] And now party leaders... Again using a scale that runs from 0 to 10, where 0 means strongly dislike and 10 means strongly like, how do you feel about...
-WES44a  David Cameron
-WES44b  Jeremy Corbyn
-WES44c  Tim Farron
-WES44d  Natalie Bennett
-WES44e  Nigel Farage
-WES44f  Carwyn Jones
-WES44g  Leanne Wood
-WES44h  Andrew RT Davies
Using a 0 to 10 scale, where '0' means that 'government should cut taxes and spend much less on health and social services', and '10' means that 'government should raise taxes a lot and spend much more on health and social services', where would you place yourself?

- 0 - government should cut taxes and spend much less on health and social services
- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4
- 5
- 6
- 7
- 8
- 9
- 10

Don't know

And where do you think the following parties stand on this...?

- Conservative Party
- Labour Party
- Liberal Democrats
- Plaid Cymru
- UKIP
- Green Party

- 0 - government should cut taxes and spend much less on health and social services
- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4
- 5
- 6
- 7
- 8

Don't know
government should raise taxes a lot and spend much more on health and social services

Don't know

How united or divided are each of these parties?

Conservative Party
Labour Party
Liberal Democrats
Plaid Cymru
UKIP
Green Party

Very divided
Fairly divided
Neither united nor divided
Fairly united
Very united
Don't know

Which of these statements comes closest to your view?

There should be no devolved government in Wales
The National Assembly for Wales should have fewer powers
We should leave things as they are now
The National Assembly for Wales should have more powers
Wales should become independent, separate from the UK
Don't know

Which of the following do you think **has** most influence over the way Wales is run?

The National Assembly for Wales
The UK government at Westminster
Local councils in Wales
The European Union
Don't know

And which do you think **ought** to have most influence over the way Wales is run?

The National Assembly for Wales
The UK government at Westminster
Local councils in Wales
The European Union
Don't know

How much do you trust the following to work in Wales’ best interests?

The UK Government
The Welsh Government
Members of the Westminster Parliament
Members of the National Assembly for Wales
Just about always
Most of the time
Only some of the time
Almost never
Don’t know

[WES53] {grid roworder=randomize} For each of the following issues, please indicate which level of government you think ought to make most of the important decisions for Wales:

- [WES53a] The National Health Service
- [WES53b] Schools
- [WES53c] Police
- [WES53d] The level of income tax
- [WES53e] Defence and Foreign Affairs

<1> The Welsh Government
<2> The UK government at Westminster
<3> Local councils in Wales
<4> The European Union
<5> Don’t know

{page assemble}

**Do you think that having a National Assembly for Wales has...**

[WES54a]...
<1> Given Wales a stronger voice in the UK
<2> Given Wales a weaker voice in the UK
<3> Neither – it has made no difference
<4> Don’t know

[WES54b]...
<1> Made it more likely that Wales will eventually leave the UK
<2> Made it more likely that Wales will stay in the UK
<3> Neither – it has made no difference
<4> Don’t know

[WES54c]...
<1> Given the Welsh more pride in their country
<2> Given the Welsh less pride in their country
<3> Neither – it has made no difference
<4> Don’t know

[WES54d]...
<1> Given ordinary people more say in how Wales is governed
<2> Given ordinary people less say in how Wales is governed
<3> Neither – it has made no difference
<4> Don’t know

[WES54e]...
<1> Led to an improvement in living standards in Wales
<2> Led to a decline in living standards in Wales
<3> Neither – it has made no difference
<4> Don’t know

[WES54f]...
<1> Led to an improvement in education standards in Wales
Led to a decline in education standards in Wales
Neither – it has made no difference
Don’t know

Led to an improvement in NHS standards in Wales
Led to a decline in NHS standards in Wales
Neither – it has made no difference
Don’t know

People sometimes talk about how Wales is governed. On the scale shown below, where one end means no devolution for Wales at all, and the other end means complete political independence for Wales, where would you place...?

- [WESS55_1] Things as they are right now

And where would you place...
- [WESS56a_1] How you would like to see Wales being governed

And where would you place...
- [WESS56b_1] How you think the Labour Party would like to see Wales being governed

And where would you place...
- [WESS56c_1] How the Conservative Party would like to see Wales being governed

And where would you place...
- [WESS56d_1] How the Liberal Democrats would like to see Wales being governed

And where would you place...
- [WESS56e_1] How Plaid Cymru would like to see Wales being governed

And where would you place...
- [WESS56f_1] How UKIP would like to see Wales being governed

And where would you place...
- [WESS56g_1] How the Greens would like to see Wales being governed

And where would you place...
- [WESS56h_1] Where you expect things to be in ten years’ time

Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements:
- [WESS57a] I have a pretty good understanding of the important political issues facing our country
- [WESS57b] It takes too much time and effort to be active in politics and public affairs
- [WESS57c] Politicians don’t care what people like me think
It is every citizen’s duty to vote in an election
When people like me vote, they can really change things
My member of parliament tries hard to look after the interests of people who live in my constituency
My constituency member of the National Assembly tries hard to look after the interests of people who live in my constituency

Strongly agree
Tend to agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Tend to disagree
Strongly disagree
Don’t know

On the whole, are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the way that democracy works in:
The UK as a whole
Wales
The European Union

Very satisfied
Fairly satisfied
A little dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
Don’t know

Some people feel that Britain should do all it can to unite fully with the European Union. Other people feel that Britain should do all it can to protect its independence from the European Union.

Where would you place yourself and the political parties on this scale?
Yourself
Conservative Party
Labour Party
Liberal Democrats
Plaid Cymru
UKIP
Green Party

Britain should do all it can to unite fully with the European Union
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Britain should do all it can to protect its independence from the European Union
Don’t know
[WES60] In some cases people have different views concerning matters that come before the National Assembly for Wales. In these instances, how do you think that Assembly Members (AMs) should act?
<1> AMs should follow their own views
<2> AMs should follow the views of their political parties
<3> AMs should follow the views of the majority of constituents
<4> AMs should follow the views of another group [WES60open] {open}
<5> Don’t know

[WES61] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Assembly Members (AMs) should vote against the will of their political party when they are under pressure from constituents to do so.
<1> Strongly agree
<2> Agree
<3> Neither agree nor disagree
<4> Disagree
<5> Strongly disagree
<6> Don’t know

[WES62] {grid roworder=randomize} And to what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements:
-WES62a] There should be more women in politics
-WES62b] If there were more women politicians, women’s political interests would be better represented than they currently are
-WES62c] Political parties should be forced by law to put forward equal numbers of men and women for election
-WES62d] Greater numbers of women in politics would make political institutions more legitimate
-WES62e] There should be equal numbers of men and women in the Welsh Assembly because the current situation is unfair
<1> Strongly agree
<2> Agree
<3> Neither agree nor disagree
<4> Disagree
<5> Strongly disagree
<6> Don’t know

[WES63] {grid roworder=randomize} Now, using a scale from 0 to 10, where '0' means feel 'very unfavourable' and '10' means feel 'very favourable', how do you feel about...
-WES63a] Gay and lesbian people
-WES63b] Muslim people
-WES63c] Black people
-WES63d] White people
-WES63e] Transgender people
-WES63f] Jewish people
-WES63g] People who speak Welsh
-WES63h] People from England who come to live in Wales
-WES63i] People from Eastern Europe who come to live in Wales
-WES63j] People who come to live in Wales as refugees from conflict zones like Syria
[WES64] Do you think that the number of immigrants from foreign countries who are permitted to come to the United Kingdom to live should be increased, decreased, or left the same as it is now?

<1> Decreased a lot
<2> Decreased a little
<3> Left the same as it is now
<4> Increased a little
<5> Increased a lot
<6> Don’t know

[WES65] People often talk about immigrants and immigration. Which of the following types of people would you classify as ‘immigrants’? (Please select all that apply)

<1> People who come to live in Wales as refugees from conflict zones like Syria
<2> People from Poland who come to live in Wales
<3> People from Ireland who come to live in Wales
<4> People from England who come to live in Wales
<5> People from outside the UK who come here to study for a few months on a student exchange scheme
<6> People from outside the UK who come here to study for a 3-4 year long course
<7> People from outside the UK who visit here as tourists for 3-4 weeks
<8> People from the UK who return home after living abroad for some years
<9> None of these

{page fin1}

[WES66] How does the financial situation of your household compare with what it was 12 months ago?

<1> Got a lot worse
<2> Got a little worse
<3> Stayed the same
<4> Got a little better
<5> Got a lot better
<6> Don’t know

[WES67] And how do you think the general economic situation in the country has changed over the last 12 months?

<1> Got a lot worse
<2> Got a little worse
<3> Stayed the same
Got a little better
Got a lot better
Don’t know

And how do you think the financial situation of your household in 12 months’ time will compare with what it now?
Get a lot worse
Get a little worse
Stay the same
Get a little better
Get a lot better
Don’t know

And how do you think the general economic situation in the country will change over the next 12 months?
Get a lot worse
Get a little worse
Stay the same
Get a little better
Get a lot better
Don’t know

On balance, would you say that most people can’t be trusted or that most people can be trusted? (Please answer on this scale, where 0 means can’t be trusted and 10 means can be trusted)
0 - can’t be trusted
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 - can be trusted
Don’t know

Do you think that most people you come into contact with would try to take advantage of you if they got the chance or would they try to be fair? (Please answer on this scale, where 0 means would try to take advantage and 10 means would try to be fair)
0 - would try to take advantage
1
2
3
4
5
6
[WES72] Generally speaking, how willing are you to take risks?
1. Very willing
2. Somewhat willing
3. Somewhat unwilling
4. Very unwilling
5. Don’t know

[WES73] Which, if any, of the following best describes how you see yourself?
1. Welsh not British
2. More Welsh than British
3. Equally Welsh and British
4. More British than Welsh
5. British not Welsh
6. None of these/Don’t know

[WES74] Can you speak Welsh?
1. Yes, fluently
2. Yes, but not fluently
3. No

[WES75] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements:
- [WES75a] The Welsh language is a nuisance; Wales would be better off without it
- [WES75b] More should be done to preserve Welsh as a living language
- [WES75c] The Welsh language is in crisis and extreme measures are justified in order to preserve it
1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Strongly disagree
6. Don’t know

[WES76] How closely attached do you feel to these different parts of the world?
- [WES76a] Your local area
- [WES76b] Wales as a whole
- [WES76c] Britain as a whole
- [WES76d] Europe as a whole
1. Very closely
2. Fairly closely
<3> Not very closely
<4> Not at all closely
<5> Don't know

[WES77] [grid] How proud are you of being...
-[WES77a] British
-[WES77b] Welsh
<1> Very proud
<2> Somewhat proud
<3> Not very proud
<4> Not at all proud
<5> I do not consider myself British/Welsh

{page p_img}
{
Welsh = resource("/P_WES2016_Wave1/wales.gif")

UK = resource("/P_WES2016_Wave1/1280px-Flag_of_the_United_Kingdom.svg.png")
}
{end page p_img}

[WES78] [grid] When you see the following flags, how do you feel?
-[WES78a] <img src="${Welsh}" />
-[WES78b] <img src="${UK}" />
<1> Very proud
<2> A bit proud
<3> I don’t feel much either way
<4> A bit hostile
<5> Very hostile
<6> It depends on the circumstances

[WES79] If you were allowed to choose the nationality that appears on your passport, which of these descriptions would you choose?
<1> U.K.
<2> British
<3> English
<4> Welsh
<5> European
<6> Irish
<7> Scottish
<8> Other [WES79oth] [open]

[WES80] {multiple order=randomize} Which, if any, of the following do you see as an important part of what it means to be Welsh? (Please tick all that apply)
<1> Being born in Wales
<2> Living in Wales
<3> Having Welsh parents
Speaking Welsh
Valuing the Welsh language as an important part of life in Wales
Voting in Welsh Assembly elections
Taking pride in Wales’ history, heritage or landscape
Taking pride in Welsh culture, literature and arts
Taking pride in Welsh achievements in science, medicine, technology, or industry
Supporting Welsh sporting teams
None of these
Don’t know

And which, if any, of these things do you think is the single most important part of what it means to be Welsh?
Being born in Wales
Living in Wales
Having Welsh parents
Speaking Welsh
Valuing the Welsh language as an important part of life in Wales
Voting in Welsh Assembly elections
Taking pride in Wales’ history, heritage or landscape
Taking pride in Welsh culture, literature and arts
Taking pride in Welsh achievements in science, medicine, technology, or industry
Supporting Welsh sporting teams
None of these
Don’t know

Where were you born?
In Wales
In England
In another part of the United Kingdom
In another European country [WES82aopen] {open}
Outside Europe [WES82bopen] {open}

Do you ever think of yourself as belonging to a particular class?
Yes, middle class
Yes, working class
Yes, other [WES83aopen] {open}
No

If there were a general election held tomorrow, which party would you vote for?
Conservative
Labour
Liberal Democrat
UK Independence Party (UKIP)
Plaid Cymru
Some other party
Would not vote
Don’t know
And which of these parties would you vote for?

1. Green
2. British National Party (BNP)
3. Respect
4. Some other party
5. Don’t know

[vi1 if not pdl.vi1] {pdl-update vi1}
[vi6 if vi1==1 and (not pdl.vi6)] {pdl-update vi6}
[vi10 if vi1==1 and (not pdl.vi10)] {pdl-update vi10}

Talking to people about the General Election on May 7th, we have found that a lot of people didn’t manage to vote. How about you – did you manage to vote in the General Election?

1. Yes, voted
2. No, did not vote
99. Don’t know

[pastvote_2015 if voted2015==1 and (not pdl.pastvote_2015)]{single} Which party did you vote for?

1. Conservative
2. Labour
3. Liberal Democrat
4 if pdl.profile_GOR==11> Scottish National Party (SNP)
5 if pdl.profile_GOR==10> Plaid Cymru
6. United Kingdom Independence Party (UKIP)
7. Green Party
8. British National Party (BNP)
9. Other
99. Don’t know

[Welshref] Thinking back to the referendum in Wales in March 2011 on increasing the powers of the National Assembly for Wales, do you remember whether you voted or not?

1. Voted
2. Did Not Vote
3. Don’t know
And do you remember whether you voted...

1. Yes, in favour of increasing the powers of the National Assembly
2. No, against increasing the powers of the National Assembly
3. Don’t know
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On the next few pages we would like you to answer a number of questions about politicians. You will be given 30 seconds to answer each question and if you do not know the answer please just click the right arrow. Please click the right arrow to continue.
Which of the following people is the National Assembly for Wales member for your constituency?

1. Gemma Davies
2. Simon Jones
3. Lowri Jenkins
4. Paul Granger
5. Martyn Hughes

Welsh region?
1. Mid and West
2. North
3. Cardiff
4. South Central
5. South East
6. South West

```python
reg1 ="
if Wales_pconb==1:
    reg1= "Joyce Watson"
if Wales_pconb==2:
    reg1= "Mark Isherwood"
if Wales_pconb==3:
    reg1= "Andrew R.T. Davies"
if Wales_pconb==4:
    reg1= "Andrew R.T. Davies"
if Wales_pconb==5:
    reg1= "William Graham"
if Wales_pconb==6:
    reg1= "Suzy Davies"
```
if Wales_pconb==1:
    reg2 = "Rebecca Evans"
if Wales_pconb==2:
    reg2 = "Janet Haworth"
if Wales_pconb==3:
    reg2 = "David Melding"
if Wales_pconb==4:
    reg2 = "David Melding"
if Wales_pconb==5:
    reg2 = "Mohammad Ashgar"
if Wales_pconb==6:
    reg2 = "Altaf Hussain"
}
{end page reg2}

{page reg3}
{
if Wales_pconb==1:
    reg3 = "William Powell"
if Wales_pconb==2:
    reg3 = "Aled Roberts"
if Wales_pconb==3:
    reg3 = "Leanne Wood"
if Wales_pconb==4:
    reg3 = "Leanne Wood"
if Wales_pconb==5:
    reg3 = "Jocelyn Davies"
if Wales_pconb==6:
    reg3 = "Peter Black"
}
{end page reg3}

{page reg4}
{
if Wales_pconb==1:
    reg4 = "Simon Thomas"
if Wales_pconb==2:
    reg4 = "Llyr Huw Griffiths"
if Wales_pconb==3:
    reg4 = "Eluned Parrott"
if Wales_pconb==4:
    reg4 = "Eluned Parrott"
if Wales_pconb==5:
    reg4 = "Lindsay Whittle"
if Wales_pconb==6:
    reg4 = "Bethan Jenkins"
}
{end page reg4}

{page AMsplit1 timeout=30 if SplitAM==1}
In addition to your constituency member you also have four regional representatives for REGION in the National Assembly. Which, if any, of the following people are among your regional representatives?

1. $reg1
2. $reg2
5. Robert Myers
6. Mohammed Salim
7. Sara Burns
8. Carys Price

In addition to your constituency member you also have four regional representatives for REGION in the National Assembly. Which, if any, of the following people are among your regional representatives?

1. $reg1
3. $reg3
5. Robert Myers
6. Mohammed Salim
7. Sara Burns
8. Carys Price

In addition to your constituency member you also have four regional representatives for REGION in the National Assembly. Which, if any, of the following people are among your regional representatives?

1. $reg1
4. $reg4
5. Robert Myers
6. Mohammed Salim
7. Sara Burns
8. Carys Price

In addition to your constituency member you also have four regional representatives for REGION in the National Assembly. Which, if any, of the following people are among your regional representatives?

2. $reg2
3. $reg3
5. Robert Myers
6. Mohammed Salim
7. Sara Burns
8. Carys Price
In addition to your constituency member you also have four regional representatives for REGION in the National Assembly. Which, if any, of the following people are among your regional representatives?

<2> $reg2
<4> $reg4
<5> Robert Myers
<6> Mohammed Salim
<7> Sara Burns
<8> Carys Price

Wales is represented by four Members in the European Parliament. Which, if any, of the following people are among Wales' four representatives in the European Parliament?

<1> Derek Vaughan
<2> Nathan Gill
<5> David Sherwood
<6> Elwyn Davies
<7> Lynn Goodwin
<8> Jenny Green

<3> Kay Swinburne
<5> David Sherwood
Wales is represented by four Members in the European Parliament. Which, if any, of the following people are among Wales’ four representatives in the European Parliament?

Options:
1. Derek Vaughan
2. Nathan Gill
3. Kay Swinburne
4. Jill Evans
5. David Sherwood
6. Elwyn Davies
7. Lynn Goodwin
8. Jenny Green
Wales is represented by four Members in the European Parliament. Which, if any, of the following people are among Wales’ four representatives in the European Parliament?

- Kay Swinburne
- Jill Evans
- David Sherwood
- Elwyn Davies
- Lynn Goodwin
- Jenny Green

Please match the following people to their jobs:

- Jean-Claude Juncker - President of the European Parliament
- Donald Tusk - President of the European Council
- Martin Schulz - President of France
- Chancellor of Germany
- Secretary-General of the United Nations
- President of the European Commission
- Don’t know

Please match the following people to their jobs:

- John Bercow - Speaker of the House of Commons
- Jeremy Hunt - Secretary of State for Health
- Tim Farron - Leader of the Liberal Democrats
- Director-General of the CBI
- General Secretary of the TUC
- Lord Mayor of London
- Don’t know

Please match the following people to their jobs:

- Rosemary Butler
- [know3b] Mark Drakeford
- [know3c] Kirsty Williams
  <1> Presiding Officer of the Welsh Assembly
  <2> Health Minister in the Welsh Government
  <3> Leader of the Welsh Liberal Democrats
  <4> Director-General of the Welsh CBI
  <5> General Secretary of the Welsh TUC
  <6> Director of the Institute of Welsh Affairs
  <7 fixed> Don’t know
{end page polKnowPage3}